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Art Blakey and his various but unvaryingly persuasive quintets have brought their message 
to the millions, these past five years, through an impressive variety of channels: at jazz 
concerts and festivals, in night clubs from Birdland to the Club St. Germain in Paris, as well 
as through the media of motion pictures, theatres and records. 

With this set, Blue Note returned to "the jazz corner of the world" for an extended inspection 
of the combusitble and invigorating sounds disseminated by the latest Blakey fivesome. 

The club's emcee, Pee-Wee Marquette, long a fixture and a favorite with the public, 
inaugurates the session with a spirited announcement. The band kicks off Hank Mobley's 
"Hipsippy," a minor-mode blues using the intriguing staccato effects now common to many 
compositions by the hard bop groups. After Hank's funky solo comes an engaging 
performance by Lee Morgan, who seems still to be improving with age (he is now a 
venerable 21). Bobby Timmons, who comps so funkily under Lee, soon emerges for his own 
movingly brisk solo. 

A brief percussion statement by Blakey leads into "Justice," the Thelonious Monk tune. This 
is usually performed, as here, with the melody outlined by the horns while the rhythm is 
implied rather than stated. This was a big hit at one of Art's Apollo Theatre appearances a 
few months ago. Here Lee is a little more technical than on "Hipsippy." Throughout the 
Timmons solo, Jymie Merritt's nimble walking bass chorus and Blakey's cooking with sticks 
and snare, this is a muscular and unflaggingly passionate performance. 
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"The Theme," as we have mentioned previously, is a tune of much disputed origin that has 
had several titles and, like Monk's "52nd Street Theme," is a standard set-closer for many 
bop combos. Pee-Wee Marquette comes in over the piano solo with his usual set-closing 
applause plea. The theme modulates up unexpectedly and Lee kids around by glissing 
notes that you expect to hear played straight. 

The second side opens with the old ballad "Close Your Eyes." The opening, at medium 
tempo, leads into the theme gently with the horns repeating a riff and Timmons filling. On 
Lee's solo here the timbre and phrasing are mature and the element of humor persists. 
Mobley is legato and sturdy in a style that is perhaps more fashionable and better accepted 
now than when he began to develp it almost a decade ago. Timmons has here what I 
believe is his finest solo on this LP--a performance that builds consciously and carefully in its 
impact and intensity. 

Art introduces "Just Coolin'," a Hank Mobley tune first heard on a 10-inch Mobley Blue Note 
LP. Worth noting here is the economic and resourceful use of both unison and two-part 
voicing in the short ensembles before solos by Lee and Hank. Dramatically effective, too, is 
the somewhat unexpectd unison end on the tonic. 

It would be asking a great deal of Art Blakey to expect of him that each group he forms be 
better than the last. Anyone with Art's record for introducing sidemen of the caliber of Horace 
Silverand Clifford Brown can consider himself lucky even to maintain, with subsequent 
personnels, a steadily high level of performance. 

That his 1959 quintet combines all the essential hard-swinging qualities of his earlier groups 
at "the jazz corner of the world" presents the case for his current line-up as convincingly as 
could possibly be desired. 

--LEONARD FEATHER, from the liner notes. 
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"He'd make one of those rolls and say, 'No, you can't stop yourself now!' " 

--Johnny Griffin 

 

Art Blakey. He received some piano lessons at school and by seventh grade was playing 
music full-time, leading a commercial band. Shortly afterwards he changed to drums, on 
which he taught himself to play in the aggressive swing style of Chick Webb and Sid Catlett. 
In autumn 1942 he joined Mary Lou Williams for an engagement at Kelly's Stable in New 
York. He then played with the Fletcher Henderson Orchestra (1943-44), with which he made 
a long tour of the South. On leaving Henderson, Blakey briefly led a big band in Boston 
before joining Billy Eckstine's new band in St. Louis. During his years with Eckstine (1944-
47) Blakey became associated with the modern-jazz movement along with his fellow band 
members Miles Davis, Dexter Gordon, Fats Navarro, and others. 

When Eckstine disbanded his group in 1947 Blakey organized the Seventeen Messengers, a 
rehearsal band, and recorded with an octet called the Messengers, the first of his many 
groups bearing this name. He then traveled in Africa, probably for more than a year, to learn 
about Islamic culture. In the early 1950's he performed and broadcast with such musicians 
as Charlie Parker, Davis, and Clifford Brown, and particularly with Horace Silver, his kindred 
musical spirit of this time. 

After recording together several times, in 1955 Blakey and Silver formed a cooperative group 
with Hank Mobley and Kenny Dorham, and Doug Watkins, with the name Jazz Messengers. 
When Silver left the following year the leadership of this important band passed to Blakey 
and he was associated with it for the rest of his life. It was the archetypal hard-bop group of 
the late 1950s, playing a driving, aggressive extension of bop with pronounced blues roots. 

Over the years the Jazz Messengers served as a springboard for young jazz musicians such 
as Donald Byrd, Johnny Griffin, Benny Golson, Lee Morgan, Wayne Shorter, Freddie 
Hubbard, Chuck Mangione, Woody Shaw, Cedar Walton, Joanne Brackeen, and Wynton 
Marsalis. 

Blakey was a major figure in modern jazz and an important stylist on his instrument. From 
his earliest recording sessions with Eckstine, and particularly in his historic sessions 
with Thelonious Monk in 1947, he exudes power and originality, creating a dark cymbal 
sound punctuated by frequently loud snare and bass drum accents in triplets or cross-
rhythms. His much-imitated [but seldom duplicated] trademarks, the forceful closing of the hi-
hat on every second and fourth beat, and the press roll, had been a part of his style since 
1950. A loud and domineering drummer, Blakey also listened and responded to his soloists. 

His contribution to jazz as a discoverer and molder of young talent over four decades is no 
less significant than his very considerable innovations on his instrument. 

--LEWIS PORTER, The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz 
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